COLORADO SPRUCE
Pyramidal shaped
evergreen with steel blue
to blue-green foliage.
Widely used in the
landscape industry.
Very hardy.
Zones 2-7

WHITE SPRUCE
Short blue-green needled
tree that grows at a medium
to fast rate. Survives well in
drought conditions. Popular
as an ornamental and
windbreak tree.
Zones 2-6

NORWAY SPRUCE
Majestic dark green
evergreen tree of conical
shape with draping
branches. This fastest
growing spruce is an
excellent specimen and
widely used in forming
windbreaks. Grows well in
most conditions.
Zones 2-7

BLACK HILLS SPRUCE
Slow growing conical
evergreen tree, densely set
with dark green foliage.
Short-needled with more
dense, compact growth
habit than White Spruce.
Used as an accent or
windbreak.
Zones 2-6

SERBIAN SPRUCE
Tall spire-like tree having
two-toned needles that
shimmer from a distance.
Attractive upswept
pendulous branches and
upright symmetrical shape.
Produces purple cones that
mature brown. Popular as
a landscape tree.
Zones 4-7

WHITE PINE
This rapid growing
five-needled pine is
pyramidal shaped when
young, becoming umbrella
shaped with age. Needles
are long, soft and light
green. Widely used as a
specimen or backdrop for
flowering shrubs. Shapes
well.
Zone 3-8

FRASER FIR
A soft, waxy, aromatic,
deep blue-green needled fir
tree with a silvery underside. Grows best in cool,
moist,
well-drained soil conditions.
Not tolerant of wet sites or
heavy clay soils.
Zones 4-7

CANAAN FIR
A true fir genetically
intermediate between
Balsam and Fraser, but is a
little more tolerant of wetter
soil and drought conditions.
Late bud break and
adaptability to a variety of
soils makes it an excellent
landscape tree.
Zones 3-7

CONCOLOR FIR
Also called White Fir. Densely
branched pyramidal shaped
conifer with rubbery, soft,
powder blue-green needles
about 2 inches long. Similar in
appearance to a Blue Spruce,
but needles not sharp. Distinct
citrus aroma. Withstands heat
and dryness better than other
firs and grows best in welldrained soils. Popular as a
landscape specimen.
Zones 3-7
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